Jellyfish have fish in their name, but they are not fish. Fish have backbones and jellyfish don’t. Color the jellyfish.
Whales may look like fish, but are actually mammals. Draw a line between the matching whales.
Flying fish can glide above water for half a minute. Connect the dots below to complete the wings and color.
Trash does not belong in the ocean. Draw an X through the items that do not belong.
Many fish travel in groups called “schools.” Help the tuna find his friends.
Some ocean creatures have funny names. Color the Lionfish. Draw an X on the sea star. Circle the hammerhead shark.
An octopus has eight arms called tentacles. Circle the correct octopus.
Almost all crabs living in the ocean breathe with their gills. Connect the dots to complete the crab, then color.
The blue whale is the world’s biggest animal. Circle the pictures below that rhyme with whale.
Dolphins are not fish. They are mammals. Color the six hidden d's in the picture below.
All turtles lay their eggs on land. Count how many baby turtles are on the beach. Write the number.
Penguins live in very cold places.

Color the things you wear to keep warm.
Color the shells with two parts yellow.
Color the shells with one part blue.
Draw circles around what the man and seal see with.

Draw squares around what the man and seal hear with.

Draw a triangle around what the man and seal taste with.

Draw an X on what the man and seal smell with.
Circle the animals that live in the ocean **all** of the time. Draw a square around the animals that spend **some** of their time in the ocean.

- [ ] Fish
- [ ] Seagull
- [ ] Seahorse
- [ ] Penguin
- [ ] Starfish
Write the names of the ocean animals.

1. octopus
2. eel
3. sea star
4. sea horse
The hermit crab is too big for its home; it needs a larger shell. Help the hermit crab find a new home.
Draw the fish. Copy each square above into the same square below.
Young Emperor Angelfish are brightly marked to hide from enemies on the coral reef where they live. The big spot on their side looks like a huge eye! Find your way through the maze to the eyespot.
Sharks come in many unusual shapes and sizes. Draw a line between the matching sharks.